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. . 76 Chairman's Closing Statement

1rtof. ong Workiyt Part odesia/Nyasonsiaaland Tariff (L/ECRET468, S/56, W.10/14)

MrE DONN (France,. Chairman of thi Wora.ng,PArtyp introduced the report, For
a complete u derstanding of the matter this`report should be examined together with
0he report of the sub-group (W.1O/14). The sub-group was appointed because of the
complexity of the problem and collected, with the assistance of the Federation
delenation, the basic documentntion zecessary to study the new tariff. as modified
by the agreements with South Africa and Australia, It also examined with the
latter delegations the changes in their respective tariffs. The sub-group was not
able to study each separate tariff item of the Federation and limited itself to
studying ebac'hition of the tariff, and comparing the rates in the Federation
tariff with those that existed previnsouly in the tariffs of Snouther Rhodesia,
Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland. The complexity of this situation could easily
be seen by the fact that Southern Rhodesia had been since 1949 in a pre-Customs
Union status with South Africa and that one part of Northern Rhodesia and the whole
of Nyasaeland wre bound by the Congo Basin Treaties, The sub-group had concluded
that the general incide ce of' the new Fedoration tariff was, in fact, markedly
lower than that of the tariff previously apilied .n the constituenttterri.orieso
The Federation had thus complied with its undertaking at the Ninth Session.

With regard to preeer ic s,cht had been impossible chr.teobnical reasons
to avoid an increase in the margins of preference over those which bad existed
en ono or tho other of tee throe territories. However, those increases affected
a mall number of products and involved almost no distortion of trade. The sub-group
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also studied the modifications introduced by the trade agreement
between the Federation and South Africa for imports into South Africa
of goods originating in the Federation. The comparison of the increased
preference margins with preferences granted to the constituent territories
on the base date showed a number of eliminations and reductions of
preference. In the case of Australia, also, it was apparent that the
preferences granted to 55 tariff items on the base date were applicable
now only to 3, and that only the preference granted to Northern Rhodesia
had been maintained. The Working Party examined, in the light of this
situation, the legal problem arising from the fact that the new Federal
Tariff and the Australian and South African trade agreements involved
certain increases in margins of preference. The Working Party agreed
with the legal analysis by the executive Secretary (SR.10/6, page 58)
and considered that Article XXIV could not be applied to this particular
case. They concluded that there was no provision of the General Agreement
under which the special circumstances which had led to this situation
could be taken account of, and therefore the question must be settled
under the provisions of article XXV:5(a). Mr. Donne referred to the
draft decision contained in the report, and to the list of products
which were presently being negotiated between the Federation and South
Africa, which had been circulated separately.

Mr. LEDDY (United States) said that the proposal presently before
the CONTRACTINGPARTIES was an illustration of the fact that the use of
Article XXV could serve a constructive purpose and the granting of
a waiver need not weaken the General Agreement. The action of the.
Federation in respect to the tariff was in conformity with the spirit
and purposes of the Agreement, although technically it departed from
its letter. Given the difficulties of establishing a new tariff it was
impracticable to negotiate each preference change in advance; however, the
result had been good and the system of preference had in fact been con-
tracted. He agreed that some flexibility should be allowed for further
adjustments in the immediate future; this was permitted under the
decision, which also ensured that the interests of other contracting
parties would be taken into account. He supported the proposed
decision.

Mr. KASTOFT (Denmark) recalled the Danish statement at an earlier
meeting (SR.10/6). Though the direct commercial interest of Denmark
in the products in question was small, his Government was concerned.
that now and increased preferences had been proposed in the new tariff
and that new preferences were introduced in South Africa for commodities
originating in the Federation. This gave rise to certain legal problems
in connexion with Article I. His delegation, before, coming to a conclusion
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as to the correct legal procedure and as to whether exceptional
circumstances justifying a deviation from the no-now-preference
rule really existed, carefully considered decreases of preferences
with respect to other commodities which had been enacted, and the
political and commercial development in the area in the past. On
the basis of a thorough examination of the information which had
been supplied, they had concluded that in the present case extra-
ordinary circumstances existed which were not covered by any pro-
vision of the General Agreement and which were not likely to recur.
He was satisfied that the present levels of preferences were lower
than those existing up to 1 July 1955 and felt sure that the latitude
given with respect to adjustments of preference margins would be
utilized with care. Consequently, and notwithstanding Its firm
attitude against the extonded use of preferences his Government was
prepared to accept the proposed decision.

Mr. MACHADO (Brazil) supported the decision of the Working Party.
Brazil was conscious of the importance of the action by the Federation
with a view to consolidating its political and economic life and gavo
its support to the Working Party report and decision in the sense of
contributing to this. The question raised by the Cuban delegation at
a previous meeting regarding votes for the granting of waivers from
Part I of the Agreement should be borne in mind and the action taken
on this decision would have a bearing on future consideration of that
question.

The representatives of Greece, India and Turkey supported the
decision proposed by the Working Party in view of the special situation
of the Federation.

Mr. HAGUIWARA(Japan) referred to the doubts he had previously
expressed about the position of his delegation with respect to voting in
the CONTRACTING PARTIES on matters or concern to a contracting party that
had invoked Article XXXV,in its relations with Japan. He had, after
reflection, decided to participate in the vote since this was a question
that should be decided on its merits, and he would support the draft
decision.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES adoptedthe report of the Working Party and
decided that, in the case of the products currently the subject of
negotiations between the Federation and South Africa, a period shorter
than the sixty days would be permitted on the understanding that the
Federation and South Africa would consult with any substantially affected
contracting party which so requested, within fifteen days of the adopt
of the decision..The draft decision was pprooved by a vote of 30 votes
in favour tol against.

Mr. RUHMERE (Rhoeosia and Nyasaland) thanked contracting parties
for their pateocoe and understanding and for the action they had taken
on this matter,

Dr. NADE (South Africa) also expressed his appreciation of the
imaginative and responsible way in which the CONTRACTING PARTEIS had
handled this matte.r
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2. Working Party Report on Belgium-Luxemburg Waiver (L/467)
Mr. WARWICK SMITH (Australia), Chairman of the Working Party, introduced

the report. With reference to the Luxemburg request, the Working Party con-
cluded that the difficulties which prevented Luxemburg from eliminating at
this time the restrictions on the import of a number of agricultural products
were of such a unique character that it was justified in recommending a waiver
under Article XXV:5(a). Although the problems which facedLuxemburg agri-
culture appeared to be far more intractable than those which existed in other
countries, the Working Party noted with satisfaction that the Government of
Luxemburg intended to improve the competitiveness of its agricultural production
as much as possible and to dispense as far and as soon as practicable with the
present restrictions. For that reason, the Working Party recommended that
the matter should be reviewed in 1960 in order to consider how far the progress
made by the Luxemburg Government might have changed the position of Luxemburg
agriculture, and hence the need for the maintenance of restrictions.

The problem for Belgium was more complex. The Belgian difficulties were
not of the same unusual character as those of Luxemburgand the Working Party
felt that the Belgian request should be considered within the framework of the
Decision of 5 March 1955. It recognized, however, the complicating factor of
Belgium's partnership in the Benelux Customs Union; that it had not the same
freedom regarding the use of tariffs as other countries, and that the
harmonization of the agricultural policies of the members of that Union created
exceptional difficulties. If the CONTRACTING PARTIES were to grant a waiver
to Belgium within the terms of the hard-core Decision, that waiver would be
the first given under that Decision. The Working Party therefore examined
whether, for each product, the request met the various requirements of the
Decision of 5 March 1955 and, as a result of this careful examination, the
Belgian Government agreed to withdraw a number of items which, in the opinion
of the Working Party, did not meet fully those requirements. The main diffi-
culty which faced the Working Party was the question of the time-limit within which
the Government of Belgium should eliminate fully the restrictions concerned.
The Working Party felt that there were certain e xceptional circumstances in
the case of Belgium, and concluded that these justified an extension of two
years of the waiver beyond the period of five years permitted under the hard-
core Decision. This extension,however, was not intended to apply to all the
restrictions listed in the annex to the draft decision, and the Belgian
Government ihtended to remove as many as possible of the restrictions within
five year, though it could not state in advance just when particular re-
strictions would be removed. The two years extension would thus apply only
to those remaining restrictions which it had not been possible to eliminate
earlier because of the exceptional circumstances. These exceptional circum-
stances related principally to the difficulties involved in the harmonization
of the agricultural policies of the Benelux countries. The Working Party
recommended that the two-year extension would be granted in the form of a
waiver pursuant to Article XXV:5(a). Mr. Warwick Smith drew attention to the
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points in the last part of the report which the Working Party felt should
be placed on records and to the reservations by the representatives of Denmark
and Italy.

Mr. PHILLIPS (United Kingdom) said that his Government had authorized
him to vote in favour of both of the Decisions proposed by the Working Party.
He wished to make clear, in view of references in the Working Party Report to
quantitative restrictions imposed by the Netherlands, that in agreeing to
the grant of a waiver to belgium, his Government did not regard itself as in
any way authorizing the maintenance of restrictions by any other contracting
party.

The United Kingdom Government had from the outset viewed the Belgian
application with misgivings They realized that Belgium as a member of a
Customs Union had not complete freedom to adjust her tariffs, and noted the
statement of the Belgian representative that, against the background of
Belgium's seven-year plan for abolishing restrictions within the Customs
Union, it would be impossible for the Belgian Government to accept any under-
taking to remove her restrictions against third countries in a shorter time.
The position, as described by the Belgian representative, was that the best
hope the CONTRACTING PARTIES had of ensuring the removal of these restrictions
was to grant the seven-year waiver. The majority of the Working Party felt
that, in these circumstances, the seven-year waiver should be granted, and
his Government had not thought it right to dissent from the Working Party's
conclusion. Nevertheless, the fact remained that this was a seven-year
waiver covering virtually the whole of Belgian agriculture. The Working
Party had done its best to examine the situation in regard to each product
in detail, but itwas obviously impossible to devote as much time to each as
might well have been done if the application had covered a narrower range.
It should also be noted that the protective measures now being authorized
covered both the threat arising from the inability of belgian agriculture to
withstand normal competition with the aid of tariffs alone and the threat
which arose from time to time as a result of methods of trading in perishable
products which were a disturbing feature in many other European markets.'
The announcement ofa waiver for restrictions of such extent both in times in
the range of products covered, and in the degree of protection ensured, was
bound to be noted not only by parliaments but also by farmers and bay
industrialists, It would cretainly lead to a substantial increase in the
pressure put on governments for the right to maintain protection by quot.a
For this reason, the United Kingdom Government considered that the granting
of this waiver must inevitably impair the structure fo the Agreement.
It would make it more difficult for the United KingdomG overnment to continue
the policies which they had hitherto pursued, especially in cases where their
problem was similar to that of Belgium and their need for quota control would
appear to be no less cogent.
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Mr. ANNIS (Canada) referred to the importance attached by his Government
to this problem, Contractual obligations were not entered into lightly,
nor should derogations from these obligations be lightly granted. They
should only be permitted under special circumstances and after careful
investigation. His delegation agreed with the recommendation of the
Working Party that the Belgian waiver be granted largely within the hard-core
Decision. This was designed to provide a reasonable transitional period
for the dismantling of restrictions in cases where the sudden removal of
quantitative controls maintained during a period of balance of payments
difficulties would cause severe hardship to domestic producers of particular
products. Canada believed that most if not all such problems could and
should be solved within the limits set by the hard-core Decision. Five
years was a sufficiently long period to enable countries to adapt themselves
to the removal of restrictions. The Working Party recommended, however,
that in this case a further waiver of two years duration be granted under
the provisions of Article XXV:5(a). Only the fact that Belgium, as a
partner in a Customs Union recognized by the CONTRACTING PARTIES, was faced
with the peculiar problem of harmonizing her agriculture with that of her
partner in the Union and had undertaken specific commitments which would
result in the completion of this process within seven years, had persuaded
the Canadian Government to agree to an extension of the time-limit by a
further two years. This extension was, of course, subject to the same
terms and conditions as those applicable to the original five-year period.

A central feature of the hard-core Decision was the requirement that
the contracting party requesting a waiver should satisfy the other con-
tracting parties that the measures it proposed to apply were in fact
adequate to ensure the dismantling of the restrictions within the period
specified. Belgium had already taken a number of steps towards establishing
the necessary machinery for dealing with t his problem. Furthermore, by
the terms of her Protocols with the Netherlands, she was required within
the relatively near future to produce more specific information as to
measures which she planned to adopt. Belgium had specifically agreed to
provide the CONTRACTING PARTIES with more promise information of a similar
character in two years time. In the view of his Government, this under-
taking, and the opportunity given CONTRACTING PARTIES of reviewing these
plans during annual consultations with Belgium, was one of the most
important conditions attached to the waiver. During these annual con-
sultations the CONTRACTING PARTIES would concentrate their attention not
only upon plans but also upon the application of those plans. Mr. Annie
understood that the elimination of the restrictions would result from the
progressive dismantling of the restrictions over the period of the waiver
rather than from sudden action at the end of the period, and emphasized the
point made in paragraph 10 of the Report of the Working Party.
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The Luxemburg waiver dealt with a different sort of problem, Luxemburg
occupied a unique position because of its side and location and its peculiar
relationships with its larger neighbours. Only because of this fact was
the Canadian Government prepared to agree to the granting of the waiver
proposed by the Working Party under the terms of Article XXV:5(a).
Canada would have preferred to include in this waiver most of the terms and
conditions of She hard-core Decision, but were prepared to accept the
particular waiver recommended by the Working Party on the understanding that
the unique position of Luxemburg was fully recognized as the basis upon which
the waiver was granted, and that the treatment accorded Luxemburg would in no
way serve as a precedent for other contracting parties.

He associated himself with the remarks of the United Kingdom repre-
sentative as to the specific nature of these waivers; each of the two con-
tracting parties was being granted a derogation from its obligations which
applied to a specific list of commodities, and to those commodities only;
each waiver was subject to specific terms and conditions; finally, each
waiver applied to a specific country.

Mr. KASTOFT (Denmark) referred to his regret, expressed in earlier
discussions, that Denmark had from the outset to take a negative position to
the request of Belgium for a waiver going somewhat beyond the scope of the
Decision of March this year, and their feeling that it would be dangerous
for the CONTRACTING PARTIES to proceed as if the hard-core waiver did not
exist. The Working Party, despite all its efforts, did not succeed in
bringing the Belgian case into the framework of this Decision, and the
Working Party's proposal went beyond the limits set thereby on certain
essential points. The greater part of the draft decision did follow closely.
the pattern of the hard-core waiver, but the fact remained that the proposed
decision as a whole did not comply with the conditions laid down in that
waiver. This was clear from the last part of the second considerandum
which repeated that any concurrence pursuant to the Decision must be subject
to the conditions and limitations set out in Section B of the Decision, in
conjunction with the last paragraph of the proposed decision by which the
waiver would be extended to 31 December 1962, Section B of course provided
that the concurrence of the CONTRACTING PARTIES could only be granted for a
period of five years. The proposed Decision must be looked at an a whole,
Theoretically it might be divided into two parts but that would imply that
the CONTRACTING PARTIES were agreeing now to grant a waiver under Article
XXV:5(a) which would be applicable and enter into force five years from now -

an extraordinary stop to take. The only extenuating circumstance with
respect to the proposed duration of the waiver was the necessary harmonization
of the Belgian and Netherlands agriculture.
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Denmark was not able to accept the conclusion of the Working Party on
the duration of the waiver. This attitude was not only dictated by con-
siderations regarding the principles involved, but in the light of the vital
interest of Denmark in the world market for agricultural products.
He particularly stressed the observation in paragraph 25 of the Report;
it was not reasonable to grant a waiver of this kind regarding products of
which the applicant country was a net exporter. If certain branches of
the agriculture in any given country were not competitive on the domestic
market- and that must be the reason for the maintenance of the quantitative
restrictions - any exports from that country must be effected either by mean
of dumping or subsidies. In this way his country might be deprived of a
part of its export markets. For this reason he had hoped to see certain
items disappear from the list of products annexed to the draft decision.
His delegation would have to vote against the draft decision.

The Danish delegation was also unable to associate itself with the
conclusion that the conditions prevailing in Luxemburg constituted exceptional
circumstances which justified resort to the provisions of Article XXV:5(a).
He recognized the difficulties which in the case of Luxemburg were corrected
with the elimination within a limited period of time of quantitative
restrictions on the importation of agricultural products, and understood
that it would be difficult to carry out a programme or process by means of
which the agriculture in Luxemburg could adapt itself to a situation in
which quantitative restrictions must be eliminated in accordance with terms
and conditions of the Decision of 5 March. That his Government still
could not vote in favour of the Decision proposed in the Working Party
Report should be seen in the light of apprehensions regarding the prin-
csiples involved it seemed to them inadvisable even in this case
to depart from or go beyond the framework laid down in the hard-core waiver
with respect to the suspension of obligations under the articles dealing
with the elimination of quantitative restrictions. The Danish position was
fully consistent with their attitude at earlier occasions. He recalled
that his delegation had voted against the waiver granted to the United States
last March, and referred to the statement of his delegation during the
Review when the hard-core Decision was discussed. When the request of
Luxemburg was first discussed in the Intersessional Committee he had stated
that Denmark could not agree to deviate from the provisions in the hard-
core waiver and that it was the understanding of his Government that this.
framework represented the maximum of discretion the CONTRACTING PARTIES
would use to meet exceptional circumstances which might arise in member,
countries in connexion with the elimination of quantitative restrictions
for balance of payments reasons. He had been instructed to vote against
the Decision proposed by the Working Party.
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Mr. JNOTARANGELI (Italy) said that in principle the Italian Governent
could not accept a differentiation between agricultural and industrial
production as far as quantitative restrictions were concerned. They noted
with satisfaction the Belgian intention to abolishexisting quantitative
restrictions on agricultural products, but were unable to vote in favour of
the proposed Decision because in their view certain of the conditions envisaged
by the hard core Decision were not fulfilled by the Belgiancase. He
expressed his regret at this and the hope that Belgium, both in its own
interests and in the interests of contracting parties, would eliminate these
restrictions as soon as possible. In respect of Luxemburg the Italian
Government understood the problems and requirements of that country.
They were unable for reasons of principle to vote in favour of the Decision,
and wouldabstain on the vote.

Mr. FINNMARK (Sweden) said that his delegation, when the question of the
hard-core Decision had been discussed at the Review session, would have
preferred to see the full application of Article XI and that it was matter
of regret that so many important trading nations were not able to share these
views. They hand eventually accepted the Decision of the 5 March 1955
without satisfaction and feeling that the problems intended to be covered by
it, particularly in the field of agriculture, were common to many contracting
parties and that a more natural course to follow to deal, ifneed be, with
such problems would, have been within the framework of a common formula
applicable to all countries satisfying certain specified conditions. His
Government feared that the hard-core Decision would t*d, in the long run,
to aggravate still further the inequality between different contracting
partieswith regard to rights and obligations under the Agreement to which
they had frequently drawnthe attention of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES. These
general considerations had naturally largely influenced their attitude in
examining the request presented by the Belgian Governmentfor exemptionfrom
certain basic obligations under the Agreement Belgium could hardly claim
balance-of-paymentsdifficulties atthe present moment andits:problems
consequently seemed to be precisely those wich wereitended to come within
the definition of the hard-core Decision. It therefore fom the outset
appeared that the Belgian request had to be treated within thatframework
aad the Swedish delegation would very much much have preferred to see an agreement
reached on that basis. Swedish policy wasdirected toward a further.
elimiinatibn of restrictions, including restrictionsinthe agricultural field
If it was to be possible to carry out that policy is Governmentmustbe sure
that other countries would be ready to tackletheirownproblems with thesame
vie in mind . Under the hard-core Decisionon orderlyand fairly sseedy
doing awayiwth restrictions within a specifiedperiod and under certain
conditions was provided. For reason of domestic policy it was difficult
for Sweden to compromise further on this important principle. Thenotion of
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the speediest possible removal of restrictions according to an established
plan was something to which they attached particular importance. The
inequality as to obligations and rights between contracting parties would
otherwise be much too apparent and indeed be difficult to accept and
impossible to explain before Parliament.

He wished to express his appreciation of the spirit of cooperation which
had animated the Belgian delegation, their patience, and their willingness to
supply detailed information. His delegation had been particularly struck
by the peculiar set of problems which were being created for Belgium by the
existence of the Benelux Customs Union. Certainly they had been made aware
of the special character of these difficulties and the particular context
in which they were to be found. But they were not fully convinced that these
problems could not be dealt with within the framework of the hard-core
Decision and it was for this reason that he had some difficulty in accepting
the supplementary recourse to the provisions of Article XXV:5(a). Because
they felt that the particular set of circumstances obtaining in this case
were perhaps not likely to cause a precedent opening an increased access to
the waiver procedures they would have been prepared to meet the Belgian
request within the framework of the Decision of 5 March,but they were
concerned and disappointed at the failure to apply integrally that Decision
in this case. He was instructed to say that the Swedish Government was not
in a position to favour the application of Article XV:5(a) and if this part
of the Decision were put to a vote he would have to obstain from voting on it.

Mr.WARWIK SMITH (Australia) said that his delegation was able, to agree
to the proposed Decision with regard toBelgium only after full consideration
of the principles involved and in the light of the circumstances of the case.
He associated himself with the expectations expressed by the Canadian
representative regardingsignificant progress each year in reducing the area
of restriction. He held the same view as the United Kingdom that this
waiver was exclusively for Belgium and carried no implications regardingthe
position of anyother contracting part. -

AuDr.alia)TINS (edtria) referrd to statements by the Austrian delegation
during sthe Ninth Sepion debate on the her core waievrt o the effectf that it
was necessary to take into consideracion varyingcfonditctiosnof prodcutin.o
maongconOtracting parties.In thisspirit,hisG voernentwav aaenttt as redy o.;
arppr Dvii the daftPecsion.

uouth riUDE (Sgh Afica) amssmsesociated hiif wieexpre the view wssed by
the Australian representative.
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Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) thanked contracting parties for the manner in
which this matter had been conducted and for the interest shown in
assisting his country to reach their objective. He stressed that,
should it prove impossible in the event to achieve significant progress in
gradual elimination of restrictions, the situation would be most serious
for Belgium itself, the interest of Belgium in this matter was the best
guarantee to the CONTRACTING PARTIES of achieving the objectives behind the
waiver. It had been suggested that these restrictions could serveas a
had example to protectionist elements elsewhere. It should, however, be
stressed that Belgian agriculture had existed under this system for some
twenty years in a situation where restrictions were the rule in many countries,
and until this year it had never been suggested that the situation would be
changed. The decision to eliminate restrictions was an important step
forward and difficult to regard as a reason for the re-introduction of
restrictions elsewhere.

The CONTRACTING PARTIESadopted Section I of the report on the Belgian
request and approved the Decision to grant a waiver to Belgium in connexion
with import restrictions on certain agricultural products by twenty-eight
votes in favour to three against.

Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) thanked the CONTRACTINGPARTIES.

Mr. FINNMARK explained thathe had voted favour of fhe Decision since
it was presented as a whole, on the understanding an in the hope that Belgium
would make every effort to remove a soon as possible all quantitative
restrictions covered by the Decision. Had two separate votes been taken he
would have had to vote against the final paragraph granting a. waiver under
Article XXV: 5(a).

TheCHAIRMAN observed that theExecutive Secretary would arrange with
the Belgian Government to receive the annual reports under the waiver in
to ensure their fullexamination at Sessions of theCONTRACTTING PARTIES.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES aodpted Section II of the report on the
Luxmembergrequest andapproved ind a ivet wa burgmbeogcLuxcxiwrxiin oonnedon with

Iort reonr onctionst certain agricultural p byoduntcteighg vos s*t *
in favour to two against.

KrH BLUC¢ER (Luxemburgkedthe) tTRACtaIPAnRACTd the CONCTGesseRTIES. esseHe exprzsFd
his unfstandingof the position of those who had avneted agaianns or abstied
oefreriocse plonoi,lo. Th, Decisiongthewellc acameetictical pratiOal
ieh, tisof i,s nounmtrysecrvstruc ivefisithen onassistancaslsstace

that izaernaticnul organwsutions loUco affird co smeil vbuntrees who wore
nowers poin eapoliti.l. sphere,
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3. JapanAccession (L/420,W.10/34/Rev.)
CHAIRMAN recalled that at the earlier disscusion of thisitem

(SR.10/12) it had been agreed that the delegations concerned would conutiues
their discussiowns with the delegation Japan and that the questionwould be
taken up againwhen a report was available on those discussions He had
discussed with the delegate of Japan the final disposal of tie Item and the
latter, while egreeing thiat it wasunnecessary forfurther discussions to
take place at the current Session, felt that tha matter was of suchimportance
that the results of the discussion should beembodied in a formal resolution.
The draft resolution which he hadcirculated recommended that the contracting
parties concerned should continue their consultationswith Japan with a view
to seekinga solution to the problem, and instructing theIntersessional
Committee to keep the matter.under review. Finally,the resolution provided

that the question should be on the Agenda for the Eleventh Session.

Mr.HAGUIWARA (Japan), reiterated hisearlier statements of the importance
attached by his Government to this question. It was for this reason thatway
had wished for the adoption of a resolution by the CONTRACTING PARTIES rather
than recording the situation in the summary record. He had thougt this pro-
posal was acceptable to delegations but it appeared that some delegation had
objections even to the revised draft of the resolution. He had, therefore,
decided not to press for its adoption. The result of the debate had been
clearly set forth in the summary record of thetwelth meeting and had not been
contested.His Government would continue consultationon this matter and
would inform the Intersessionaml Comittee developments..

TheCHAIRMAN EMWN confirmed ummhne smigup hee hven gion et th Tehweleft Meting
0(.1/12 Page 133), repeating that this reflected the vieowheh fmte ajority
of the conttacaiagpEetioalthous, gh houi nt alhl. It ad at that meeting been
era tp keee th' matter under revithatewed hasselncuhouln i sd continont
and that this would be incouded an the agenda ofnthesIsternaloessioCommittee;

asissaccftotout omemece were not reachedtertmtuter would come before the
venXITtn.Sessio

GASGMRVSRCZZ (Cuba), reserved the ptionofthisGStinfernt onmonthisquestion.sast

. . , ;a t...

sKrn, h11 enc (Franee) 'said.htrhring- teinth esio t Fr ,h
rGoovengPartat inftheormed intentiontoti ies of ir,t readust._

French france areaforthepuvcustoms t tfrane force purpse of French ftw Lfo.I
ftstingehnsbrerritwrancearea aitut rance reaao te Fuench f i

mt.2*eoriaWzoftefeuthe Frenchch On' 2l Dcqoor 12954t Le6aolir o r
d integaftieo inndicated this iy ld be sot pithe orn of
osms unwnon cwn in tIeccconIditioens lenai doi 1A ZrtiolXX of te Gteral
Econ.meEconoeiceananFmstnciannConvention.,Thi cd inacal GoVeiA,
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concluded on 3 June 1955 with the Government of Tunisia, had established,
within the framework of the general programme, a customs union between
France and Tunisia. It had been accepted by France under Law No.55-1085 of
7 August 1955 and had been ratified by the Bey of Tunis under a Decree of
27 August1955.A partial customs union between France and Tunisia already
existed. A number of goods which appeared on a special list were subject to
the same tariff when imported into the two countries. French and Tunisian
items of the same kind were allowed to move free of customs duties between
France end Tunisia. The customs union would be complete as from 1 January 1956,
and customs duties and other restrictive regulations would be eliminated for
the most part in French-Tunisian trade.The same customs tariff would become
applicable in both countries and trade with territories which were not included
in the customs union would be subject to substantially identical customs
regulations. In forming this customs union the French Goverment had not lost
sight of the provisions of Article XXIV of GATT and had acted in conformity
therewith. It would transmit to the secretariat the text of the Convention of
3 June 1955, of subsequent texts relating to the implementation thereof, and
an soon as possible the customs tariff of the unionwhich was being prepared
The CONTRACTINGPARTIES would then be in a position to ascertain that the new
customs system applicable between trance and Tunisia conformed to the require-
ments of the General Agreement. Mr. Rochereau said that he was making this
statement in accordance with instructions received from his Governmen t, under
paragraph 7 of ArticlXe .XIV

5.erestriction af Documents (cpeo/389/55)

TCHAIRMANreRNeferred to the preparation of the Fourth Supplement and
the fact that, in order for its publication not to be delayed, it would be

essary for the CO0NTACTING PARTIES to agree to the derestriction of the
reports that would be contained therein, and which were listed in the document
which had just been circulated (Spec/389/65). He proposed that the decisions
and resolutions of the Session be derestricted immediately. In reply to a
commentby the Brazilian representative it was explained that the Fourth
Supplement, as previous supplements would confine itself to the formal
reports and decisions of the Session whereas the Press Communiqué would give
a full coverage of the disoussions of the Session. In accordance with the
request of the South African representative, the Chairman stated that the
secretariat would await hearing from the South African and Federal Governments
before publishing the report on the Rhodesia and Nyasaland decision.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES agreed to the derestriction of these reports,
decisions and resolutions as proposed by the Chairman.

6. Date of the EleventhSession

The CONTRACTINGPARTIES agreed to 11 October 1956 as the opening date
of the Eleventh Session.
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The CHAIRMAN referred to the considerable number of tasks achieved in
the past five weeks. Of outstanding significance was the decision whereby
an important trading country, Belgium, would eliminate the last vestiges of
its import restrictions within seven years. This was an important step towards
achieving the basic philosophy of the Agreement as set out in Article XI.
The completion of the arrangements for the 1956 Tariff Conference, which would
be a fuly multilateral negotiation, was another contribution to the basic
objectives of the Agreement. It was to be regretted that no solution to the
situation which had arisen from the fact that fourteen Governments had invoked
Article. XXXVin relation to Japan's accession had been found, but he felt that
the nature of the problem was more clearly seen after the discussions which
had taken place. He wished also to pay tribute to the exemplary behaviour of
the Japanese delegation and their constructive efforts towards finding a solu-
tion.Another matter of concern was the situation in regard to the establish-
ment of the Organization for Trade Cooperation. It was clear that everything
depended on the course which one contracting party would follow, and if the
result as negative or indefinitely delayed the result would be to encourage
those preferring something other than the global system of traderegu lations
embodied in the Agreement.

This was the first time since the Penel of Complaints had been established
that it had noen been called upon to deal with a single case, This wac encourage-
ing evidence of the extent to which Governments increasingly tried to avoid
taking action contrary to the Agreement.Amarked improvement methods of
consultation on balance-of-payment restrictions had been reached durtng the
Session.. The discussion of the problem of surplus agricultural products .reflected a matter of great economicand polliicalicalconcern toGovernments.
The adoption of the trainee scheme was further proof of the will of the

CONTRACTINGPARTIES to make a positive contribution to the solution of the
problem of less developed countries. The negotiations sponsored by the
CONTRACTINGPARTIES towards drafting a separate Agreement on commodity problems
had made progress.

The Chairman expressed his appreciation to the United Nations for the
space and services they had supplied. He declared the Tenth Sessionclosed

The full text of the Chairman'sstatement is contained in press release
GATT/264.

The meeting adjourned at 12 noon


